
HOW TO USE THE LARGE FOOT MEASURING GAUGE
Suitable for children age 3yrs+ with shoe size from Small UK 9 (EU26.5) to Large UK 12 (EU 46)

As measuring is only a guide it’s important to check the fit of the shoes when they 
arrive. Different styles and types of footwear can fit differently, so use our ‘Fit at 

Home’ guide available online, to check your shoes fit correctly.

1.
Place the gauge on a hard floor. With your 
child standing put one foot into the gauge

2.
Ensure that the heel is against the backrest 

and the toes are lying flat on the gauge

4.
Take note of the UK size as shown by the line 

inside the left square on the slider.  If the line is in 
between sizes, go up to the next half or full size.  

The line inside the right square is the EU size

3.
Push the slider forward so that it rests 

gently against the longest toe



6.
Position the tape sliders so that they sit on 
the toe joints you found in step 5.  They are 

likely to be at an angle which is correct

7.
Wrap the tapes gently around the widest 
part of the foot so they overlap. The letter 
that corresponds with your UK shoe size is 

the width fitting

8.
Repeat steps 1 to 7 to measure the other foot.  It 
is not uncommon for one foot to be bigger than 
the other. Your child’s shoe size will be the size of 

the longest foot and the width of the widest foot

Shop a wide range of different styles 
in whole & half sizes and width fittings at

next.co.uk

5.
To measure the width, you need to find the widest 

part of the foot by running your fingers down either 
side of the foot and feeling for the toe joints which 

are the bumps just below the big and little toes


